Tom Sourisseau Allied Health Building named in memory of the late Cabrillo faculty member.

Tom passed away in late 2021, leaving the bulk of his estate to the Cabrillo College Foundation, creating legacy gifts that will benefit biology students and also faculty grants to improve the classroom experience. Tom was a dedicated instructor of anatomy who taught many of the students who went on to become healthcare workers in Santa Cruz County. A dedication for the newly named building will be held in December in honor of Tom (read more on page 14).
Our community supports students who want to pursue higher education at every point along their journey.

From middle school programs that encourage a college path, to scholarships, emergency grants and programs that help students get the most of their education, the foundation disbursed $2,208,184 to the college for students to meet their educational goals.

I’m grateful to the foundation and those who provide support for putting education first and recognizing that the people in our community all benefit when we provide access to high quality educational resources.

— Matt Wetstein
Cabrillo College President

I’m passionate about keeping the vital resource of education available to everyone in our community. Everyone deserves the opportunity that education provides and Cabrillo College does an excellent job of meeting students’ needs wherever they are in life.

— Patty Quillin
Cabrillo College Foundation President

Over my 25 year tenure at the foundation, I’ve seen students start in our CAP program in middle school who are now thriving professionals in our community. That’s what it’s all about and I’m grateful to everyone who helps make it happen.

— Eileen Hill
Cabrillo College Foundation Executive Director
Students are at the heart of everything we do.

- Scholarship $1,343,451
- Athletics $121,594
- Faculty Grants $102,176
- Digital Textbooks & Laptops for Students $100,268
- Natural & Applied Sciences $110,386
- Food & Housing Insecurity $82,817
- Visual, Applied & Performing Arts $75,531
- Cabrillo Advancement Program $71,647
- Stroke Center $52,611
- Guardian Scholars $47,863
- Children’s Center & Peace Library $36,666
- Allied Health $18,722
- Internships, Tutoring & Honors Program $15,226
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When a young person gets the opportunity to go to Cabrillo during their formative years, college is no longer an abstract idea that seems foreign and out of reach; now it’s a part of their experience — a place with happy memories.

Our Cabrillo Advancement Program (CAP) has welcomed young students every year for “Summer Institutes” that are a hallmark of the program, introducing students to a wide range of career options and educational opportunities.

This summer we were able to combine the CAP program with the very successful Baskin Girls in Engineering @ Cabrillo College Camp, funded by the Peggy and Jack Baskin Foundation, inviting 30 young women from the CAP program to explore the world of engineering with hands-on experiments and all the fun and camaraderie of a summer camp.

Past attendees of the camp are now enrolled in our engineering program, so we know this early exposure to the limitless possibilities of a career in engineering can help young women see themselves in this rewarding and meaningful career.
Cabrillo is fortunate to have several scholarship programs that recognize students coming from diverse backgrounds for whom attaining a higher education comes with additional barriers.

**American Dream Scholarship**

The Ow Family continues to welcome our local high school students with scholarships to start at Cabrillo.

First of all, I am really happy and grateful to receive the American Dream Scholarship. My name is Melissa Facundo-Rocha and I am about to turn 18 years old within a week. I am proudly Mexican. I am really excited to start this new chapter of my life. With this scholarship and with Cabrillo, I’ll be successful. And again, thank you so much, I really appreciate your help.

**Brian and Patti Herman Second Year Scholarship**

The Hermans add a second year to the American Dream Scholarship recipients to help see students through.

This scholarship will help me keep going on my motivated and determined path. I look forward to graduating next year in the spring with a Spanish associate degree, a health and science degree, and a couple in the business field which is my primary focus. I’m also looking forward to transferring to a four-year university like CSUMB to further my education. There, I plan to major in marketing and information systems. This scholarship will help me do just that. It will allow me to continue my path and help me along the way.

**Colligan Family Scholarship**

The Colligans offer support to those first in their family to attend college.

Thank you very much for the help you have given. Students all around the country are grateful to those who want to help the future generations of workers, doctors, and more, and I personally want to thank you for helping me with this scholarship. I am a first generation college student at Cabrillo College. Life has become increasingly more expensive. Even with financial hardships, I hope to be able to study at Cabrillo to complete my general education in order to move to a university to get even more education.
I’ve loved teaching ever since I was a child, searching for any chance to share knowledge. When I was seven, I remember setting up a “classroom” on my baby sister’s blanket and teaching her things I thought infants ought to know (like fractions or world history).

I had no idea how much and how quickly I would fall in love with both the Early Childhood Education department and the field. Getting the chance to work with the Children’s Center, both as office support and as a student teacher, has been one of the most fulfilling experiences of my life.

This scholarship will go a long way in my housing and commute expenses, and will allow me to take on fewer jobs so that I can really focus on my classes and my work with the Children’s Center. I cannot express just how grateful I am for the chance to really be the best teacher I can be. Thank you.

India Gleason
Margo Trombetta Memorial Endowed Scholarship

I am appreciative to be a recipient of the Kathryn Cowan Shephard Endowed Scholarship. I am thankful for the generous contribution, and for endorsing Cabrillo students who like me have great aspirations. This support came at a favorable time as I will be transferring this fall to Cal Poly. It will help me pursue my education and dream of becoming a biomedical engineer.

I grew up as a migrant student and have moved houses every six months. This is due to the homes where I live only allowing us to live in Watsonville half the year. During this time, we would go to Southern California or Mexico in search of work. This caused me to have an inconsistent education, but it made me persistent as I knew the importance of an education.

With your generous support I will be able to better support myself when I move down to San Luis Obispo and pursue my dream. I am grateful. Thank you.

Jose Ramirez Jimenez
Kathryn Cowan Shephard Endowed Scholarship

1,558 students received awards
Coming from a low income background, as well as growing up in an environment surrounded by some of the hardest working people I know, grit and optimism are characteristics that have been ingrained into my mentality. I am one to refuse the notion of simply giving up. Heading into college, however, has challenged this thought process, as the price to attend my college of choice has proven more grand than I previously thought.

Despite this, I have attempted to work as hard as I could and have applied to as much financial aid as I could. Now that I am in the endgame of my high school journey, I am proud to see that my hard work was well worth the effort. With that being said, I simply want to say thank you to the donors from the Alpert Sharing Fund Scholarship, for helping alleviate potential future adversities that I may face as I go through my journey in college.

Angel Soto
Alpert Sharing Fund Scholarship

All my life I have worried about money. I didn’t know how I would pay for my higher education or if I would be able to attend a university. The STEM center at Cabrillo gave me hope. I was all of a sudden surrounded by first generation students who looked like me and understood the anxiety.

When I was applying for colleges, it was a hectic time. I was rereading my essays and getting friends to read it. In the end when it came time to submit I was surrounded by those same friends who believe in me. I was at a Starbucks working on engineering homework when I got an email from Cal Poly, SLO that I was accepted. I was again surrounded by friends. I am excited by what the future is going to bring and how I can give back to my community.

Carolina Mejia
Davidson Women in Engineering Scholarship
SCHOLARSHIPS: A GIFT COMES FULL CIRCLE

The Cabrillo College Foundation awards over 1,000 scholarships every year. Our generous community gives to scholarships for many reasons, but each one supports students on their way to finding their career and passion. We recently heard from a recipient who 20 years later has fulfilled his vision to help cancer patients.

In 1982 Pat Blanchette, a now retired Cabrillo College Dental Hygiene staff member, established the Beth Blanchette Memorial Scholarship in honor of her daughter Beth, who died at the age of 22 years old of Hodgkin’s disease. Beth had requested that a scholarship be established in her name for Cabrillo College students transferring to a four-year institution, majoring in life science.

Pat was touched to receive this note from scholarship recipient Blake Aftab:

“20 years ago, I was very fortunate and privileged to have received the Beth Blanchette Memorial Scholarship while a student at Cabrillo. I remember how much it meant to me, both in sentiment and value. I told Pat back then that my plans were to focus my career on developing drugs for cancer. After moving on to UCSB and later completing my PhD at Johns Hopkins, I kept Pat updated on these milestones, including sending her a copy of my thesis, along with a dedication to her and Beth.

Almost 20 years after receiving the scholarship, I became the Chief Scientific Officer of a well funded biotech company leading therapeutic development and supporting the clinical evaluation of a first-in-class cell therapy for patients with non-Hodgkins lymphoma. I believe this is quite close to a full circle for her investment in my story… Her contributions to support students like me are immense.”

We are grateful to all of the people who support our students. As we can see, it pays off!
**Umoja**

Umoja is a new campus program aimed to increase retention and completion rates for African American students. Umoja promotes student success and improved lifetime outcomes for all students through a curriculum that is responsive to the legacy of the African and African American Diasporas.

**Tutoring**

Cabrillo offers free peer tutoring to any student who needs help. Gifts to the program provide funding to hire and train student tutors who further their own understanding of the subject by explaining it to others.

**Guardian Scholars**

Students who have spent time in the foster youth system have a place to be on campus with support systems and access to scholarships and guidance tailored to their needs.

**Veterans Information Center**

The Veterans Information Center (VIC) at Cabrillo is operated by veterans for veterans. They provide resources and information for those who have served as well as their dependents. All military service veterans are welcome. The VIC provides academic counseling, assistance with GI Benefits and priority registration, educational coaching, and assistance with financial aid — all in a friendly and welcoming environment.

"I am beyond lucky to be part of a school that appreciates veterans as much as Cabrillo does. The Veterans Information Center (VIC) has been my home away from home."

**Digital Book Lending**

A foundation-funded grant allowed the library to provide “controlled digital lending” to offer digital (PDF) versions of our print textbooks. Students can check out and read these required textbooks, for free, for 4-hours at a time, and they can do this fully online without coming to campus — a real game changer in our post-pandemic world.

---

$357,466 provided for student services
I’m a single mom to a son with special needs. Everything revolves around my son and my studies. It’s been very hard — there have been times where we have almost been homeless. Our level of need is such that sometimes my son will eat and I won’t. I believe that having a little support can go a long, long way.

It’s such a privilege to be a recipient of this gift.

Nia
Cabrillo Nursing Student
2022 WES recipient
Women’s Educational Success (WES) is an emergency grant program that provides funding up to $1,000 in a matter of days. Getting a financial concern handled quickly keeps students on track and able to focus on their studies.

Nursing student Nia recently received a WES grant to replace a broken laptop. She was thrilled to start her classes knowing that not only would she have the technology she needed, but she would be able to help her classmates, too.

WES is celebrating its 25th year and awarding $110,000 to students. The community volunteers who fundraise for the program are the heart of the program. With their help the endowment continues to grow and WES is able to assist more students year after year.

The Sharanam Foundation and the Wedeen Hammer Locatelli group are matching all gifts of $250 or more up to $20,000 this year.

I’m so happy to be co-chairing WES this year. Helping students overcome a financial burden means a lot to me and everyone on the WES committee. It’s such an honor to provide support to people in their moment of need, helping them continue their education and follow their dreams.

Freny Cooper
2022 WES Co-Chair

Committee Members from front to back: Angie McClellan, Rachael Spencer, Deborah Bronstein, Peggy Flynn, Corrine Flanagan, Rose Odland, Pam Goodman, Cynthia FitzGerald, Lynette Cleland, Karen Semingson, Kate Terrell, Freny Cooper (Co-Chair), Cynthia Druley, Chris Maffia, Martina O’Sullivan, Mary Culley (Co-Chair) Not pictured: Shannon Brady, Cathy Conway, Kathryn Cowan, Amy Ivey, Janet Krassow, Carolyn Parham, Gail Pellerin, Bunny Tavares, Kristin Wilson
Joining the President’s Circle is one of the best ways to connect to the college and support its students! The President’s Circle Committee raised over a half a million dollars last year, which translates into wins for students through scholarships and enhanced learning opportunities. It’s a great group of community members who share my passion for quality education available to all.

Linda Burroughs  
President’s Circle Committee Co-Chair

The President’s Circle brings together a community of caring supporters who value Cabrillo’s role in providing a high-quality education available to all.

Members annually give $1,000 or more to support the foundation’s endeavor to assist students at every point of their educational journey. The President’s Circle Committee makes it all possible!
## PRESIDENT’S CIRCLE MEMBERS 2021 – 2022

### $15,000+

- Rick and Ruth Moe  
- Edward Newman Family Charitable Fund

### $10,000+

- Brian and Patti Herman  
- Esther and Gerry Levandoski  
- Julie Packard  
- Patty Quillin and Reed Hastings  
- Miles and Rosanne Reiter  
- Thomas Sourisseau

### $5,000+

- Claire Biancalana and William Kelsay  
- John and Linda Burroughs  
- Barbara Canfield  
- Bob Davidson  
- Vance Landis-Carey and Robert Carey  
- Joe and Susan Mingione  
- Gayle and Joe Ortiz  
- Elio and Joy Rodoni  
- Mary Solari  
- Ginny Solari Mazry  
- Rachel Wedeen

### $2,500+

- Phillip and Robin Adkins  
- Pegi and Tom Ard  
- Jim Baker and Nancy Millsagle  
- William and Pat Barton  
- Harry and Mary Blanchard  
- Owen Brown and Mary Akin  
- Gordon and Mary Jane Chambers  
- Karen Cogswell and John Maenchen  
- Diane Craddock and David Hoeye  
- Ken and Kathy Doctor  
- Lee and Emily Duffus  
- Jack Farr  
- Du and Paula Fischer  
- Joan Griffiths  
- Trisha and Brandon Kett  
- Leola Lapides and Bob Katz  
- Rick Li Fo Sjoe and Virginia Morris  
- Marilyn Manning Lonergan and Richard Lonergan  
- John and Megan Martinelli /S. Martinelli & Co.  
- Dominic and Karen Massaro  
- Robert Millsagle and Bjorg Yants  
- Bill and Karen Moncovich  
- Ned Nemacheck  
- Kelly and Maria Nesheim  
- Amy Newell and William and Erica Ow  
- Kate and Ira Pohl  
- Pat and Rowland Rebele  
- Shadowbrook Restaurant  
- Burton and Cynthia Rees  
- Dan Rothwell and Marcy Wieland  
- Brian and Michelle Sharpes  
- Kathryn Sheppard Cowan  
- Stephen and Gail Snodgrass  
- James Thompson  
- Matt Wetstein and Cindy Ostberg  
- Evans Whitaker and Deborah Bronstein  
- Theo Wiedersma and Julie Hamilton Wiedersma  
- W. Todd and Corinne Wipke  
- Peppy and Ron Woll

### $1,500+

- Mike and Kalena Allard  
- Ed and Kathleen Banks  
- Carrie Birchhofer  
- Blaine and Connie Brokaw  
- John and Sydney Brokaw  
- Emily Burton and Daniel Gallo  
- Andrew and Marilyn Calciano  
- Frederick and Kate Chen  
- Ceil Cirillo  
- Susan Cory  
- Richard and Theresa Crocker  
- Doug and Diane Deaver  
- Elizabeth and David Doolin  
- Dwayne and Linda Downing  
- Roberta Dunton  
- Gerald and Nancy Eidam  
- Geoff and Sandy Eisenberg  
- Charles and Sandra Eldridge  
- Esch Family  
- Lou Falek and Lyn MacDonald  
- Peggy Flynn  
- Mahlon and Joel-Ann Foote  
- Joe Grane/Santa Cruz Bicycles  
- Stephen Green  
- Eileen and Dave Hill  
- Kent and Marie Imaz  
- Mary James and George Cook  
- Erik and Judy Johnson – Erik’s DeliCafe  
- Judy B. Jones  
- Ralph and Julie Kimball  
- Ko-Kahuna Trust  
- Karen and Charles Leigh-wood  
- Keith and Della McKenzie  
- Earleen Overend and Wayne Palmer  
- Laura Pease and Bill Still  
- Maria Esther and Jose Raul Rodriguez  
- Gunlek and Junko Ruder  
- Santa Cruz County Bank/Jon Sisk  
- Carol and Kirk Schmidt  
- Robert Scott  
- Greg and Tangie Solow  
- Ashley and John Spencer  
- Heather Stiles and Trevor Strudley  
- Gabrielle Stocker  
- Jeffrey and Adele Talmadge  
- Julie Thiebaut  
- James and Deborah Thisis  
- Jerry and Robynn Walters  
- Susan and Nels Westman  
- Sue Wilson  
- Thomas and Connie Wilson  
- Neal and Paula Woods

### $1,000+

- 1st Capital Bank/Michele Bassi  
- Michael and Toby Alexander  
- Walter and Janet Alexander  
- Mary Altier Walker and John Walker  
- Joe and Kathy Appenrod  
- Carlos and Jane Arcangeli  
- Ann Asche/Locateille Moving and Storage  
- Charles and Janet Banovac  
- Brian and Maryann Barry  
- Philip and Kathryn Bates  
- Susan and Richard Beach  
- Ian and Kathy Blackwood  
- Bob and Susan Bosso  
- Debbie Brackeen and Terrie Sima  
- Karen and Todd Bria  
- Sue Broadston and Jim Osten-dorf  
- George and Elizabeth Bunch  
- Thomas Bush and Grace Sanchez  
- Nancy Campeau  
- Margaret Campodonico and Reynie Lave  
- Charles and Betty Canfield  
- Paul Carrubba and Teresa O’Connell Carrubba  
- Patrick and Carla Carstens  
- Brian and Kay Cayton  
- Sara Clarenbach  
- Michael and Barbara Clark  
- Sarah Clark  
- Joanne Clever  
- Virginia Coe  
- Lin Flordiana Colavin  
- Donald Cooley  
- Margaret Cottle  
- Arne and Carol Croce  
- Martina Cummings  
- Wallace Dale  
- Robert Darrow  
- Gerlinde and Willy de Broeker  
- Daryl Dickeh and Kenneth Smith  
- Romney and Priscilla Dunbar  
- James Emerson  
- Charles and Jillian Engbers  
- Blaine and Connie Brokaw

- *Deceased donors are italicized*
Tom was a renaissance man with an indomitable spirit. He will be missed.

Tom taught at Cabrillo for over 30 years. He was a beloved instructor and taught anatomy and physiology to many current healthcare workers in this community.

He was a strong presence at Cabrillo, and served as Faculty Senate president, chair of the Sabbatical Leave Review Board, and was the Biology department chair for several years. He was usually enrolled in classes at Cabrillo—Spanish, dance, chocolate making, and wine classes through Culinary Arts.

Tom graduated from UC Berkeley in 1968 and did a 2.5 year stint with the Peace Corp in West Africa. He loved to travel and he spoke seven languages. He was a lifeguard and trained lifeguards for many years. He often rode his bike to work, loved swimming in the ocean, and was an avid runner.

Despite having two strokes that made speech difficult, he remained engaged with the Cabrillo community. He participated in foundation events and was active in the retiree community. Up until the pandemic he swam at Cabrillo several times a week and he enjoyed being a student at the Stroke and Disability Learning Center.

Tom left most of his estate to the Cabrillo College Foundation to benefit Biology students and our Faculty and Staff Grant program that funds grants to improve student success. In recognition of his incredible contributions to the college, the Allied Health Building will be named in his honor. A celebration will be held in December and all are welcome to attend.
Cabrillo College Foundation Donors
July 1, 2021 – June 30, 2022

$400,000+
SD Trombetta Foundation

$200,000+
Patricia Bowden
Foundation for California Community Colleges

$100,000+
Richard and Theresa Crocker
The Barbara Samper Foundation
Paul and Pat Shirley

$25,000+
California College Pathways Fund
The Colligan Family Charitable Fund
Joan Griffiths
Brian and Patti Herman
Tom and Sarah Karn
Monterey Peninsula Foundation
Tony Nethercutt
Pajaro Valley Community Health Trust
Gitta Ryle
Kathryn Shephard Cowan
Rachael Spencer and Kevin Rooney
Universal Audio
Rachel Wedeen
$10,000+

Ralph Alpert • The Peggy and Jack Baskin Foundation • Claire Biancalana and William Kelsay • Michael and Susan Brandy • City of Capitola • Eugene and Janice Corriden • Gerlinde and Willy de Broekert • Dwayne and Linda Downing • Cynthia FitzGerald and James Day • Janet Heien • Leestma Family Foundation/Little Flower Fund • Esther and Gerry Levandoski • Shirley Manfre • Keith and Della McKenzie • Rick and Ruth Moe • Donald Mungai • Edward Newman Family Charitable Fund • Ow Family Properties • Julie Packard • Rodolfo Puente • Patty Guilin and Reed Hastings • Rotary Club of Santa Cruz • Dan Rothwell and Marcy Wieland • Craig Rowell and Corinda Ray • Jean and Franklin Smith • Thomas Sourisseau • Sutter Health Palo Alto Medical Foundation • Michael and Priscilla Watson • Sheri Watson-Riley • Jill and Dick Wilson • Olivia Winter and Zerubba Levi

$5,000+

Mary Altier Walker and John Walker • Pegi and Tom Ard • Bruce Berwald and Jan Parker • Olivia Bodnar • John and Linda Burroughs • California Society of Certified Public Accountants • Barbara Canfield • Caroline’s Nonprofit • Frey Cooper • Bob Davidson • Daryl Dichek and Kenneth Smith • Charles and Liz Duhigg • Jack Farr • Bob Fifield • John Gerhardt and Janet Newman • Michael and Sarah Gruber • Howard and Patricia Hudson • Salvador Jimenez • Janis Keyser • Vance Landis-Carey and Robert Carey • Leola Lapides and Bob Katz • Jocelyn Levy • Patty McCord • Edward and Debra Menges • Joe and Susan Mingione • Kevin and Barbara Monahan • Ned Nemacheck • Kelly and Maria Nesheim • Amy Newell • Christopher Nutley • Gayle and Joseph Ortiz • Carolyn Parham • Gail Pellerin • Penelope Rich and William Hill • Elio and Joy Rodoni • Phyllis Rosenblum • Santa Cruz Seaside Company • Pamela Santacroce • The Sharanam Foundation • Bill and Brigid Simpkins • Mary Solari • Ginny Solari Mazry • James Thompson • Herman and Ruth Utter • Joyce Wrenn

$2,500+

Phillip and Robin Adkins • American Association of University Women - Santa Cruz • Jim Baker and Nancy Millslagle • William and Pat Barton • Jess Brown • Owen Brown and Mary Akin • Ted Burke • Andrew and Marilyn Calciano • Gordon and Mary Jane Chambers • Frederick and Kate Chen • Ceil Crillo • Karen Cogswell and John Maenchten • Margaret Cottle • Diane Craddock and David Hogyee • Sally Della Santina • Ken and Kathy Doctor • Lee and Emily Duffus • Esch Family • Lou Falek and Lyn MacDonald • Finkelman Family Charitable Foundation • Duf and Paula Fischer • James Griffin • K. Groppi • Tiffany Hammer • David and Katharine Hopkins • Roberta Hunter and Donna Meyers • JHH Technologies • Erik and Judy Johnson • Kevin Karplus and Michele Hart • Trisha and Brandon Kett • Randy and Janet Krassow • Marcella Laddon • Large’s Metal Fabrication, Inc. • Richard Li Fo Soe and Virginia Morris • Richard Lynde • Marilyn Manning Lonergan and Richard Lonergan • John and Megan Martinelli /S. Martinelli & Co. • Dominic and Karen Massaro • Robert Millslagle
$2,500+ (continued)

• Bill and Karen Moncovich • Mary Murphy • New Leaf Community Markets • William and Erica Ow • Pacific Crest Engineering Inc. • Plamar USA • Kate and Ira Pohl • Pat and Rowland Rebele • Burton and Cynthia Rees • William and Joan Rentz • Rotary Club of Santa Cruz Sunrise Foundation • Rudolph F. Monte Foundation • Santa Cruz County Bank • Carol and Kirk Schmidt • Brian and Michelle Sharpes • Stephen and Gail Snodgrass • Sasmeeta Srivastava • Gabrielle Stocker • Strategic Energy Management • Jerry and Robynn Walters • Ian Wendi • Matt Weststein and Cindy Ostberg • Evans Whitaker and Deborah Bronstein • Theo Wierdms and Julie Hamilton Wierdms • W. Todd and Corinne Wipke • Peppy and Ron Woll
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1st Capital Bank • Martha Ainsworth • Michael and Toby Alexander • Walter and Janet Alexander • Mike and Kalena Allard • Rob and Christine Allen • Sandra Allen • Kate Anderton • Joe and Kathy Appenrodt • Carlos and Jane Arcangeli • Ann Asche/Locatelli Moving and Storage • Byron Baker • Landon and Sarah Baker • Bakers Dozen SF • Edward and Kathleen Banks • Charles and Janet Banovac • Vince and Sheryl Barabba • Brian and Maryann Barry • Philip and Kathryn Bates • Bay Federal Credit Union • Susan and Richard Beach • Richard Bedal • Russell and Anne Beggs • Steven and Mary Bignell • Carrie Birkhoffer • Ian and Kathy Blackwood • Ann Bolger Peruzzi and Nico Peruzzi • Bob and Susan Bosso • Debbie Brackeen and Terrie Sima • Mari and Ryan Brandt • Karen and Todd Bria • Sue Broadston and Jim Ostendorf • Blaine and Connie Brokaw • John and Sydney Brokaw • Cathy and Tom Brown • Douglas and Leslie Brown • Debbie Bulger and Richard Stover • George and Elizabeth Bunch • Emily Burton and Daniel Gallo • Thomas Bush and Grace Sanchez • Cabrillo College Federation of Teachers • Nancy Campeau • Margaret Campodonico and Reynie Lave • Charles and Betty Canfield • Paul Carrubba and Teresa O’Connell Carrubba • Patrick and Carla Carstens • Dennis and Cheryl Caspe • Megan Caspers • Brian and Kay Cayton • Nikia Chaney • Charityvest • Craig Chatterton • Sara Clarencbach • Michael and Barbara Clark • Sarah Clark • Joanne Clever • Virginia Coe • Lin Florinda Colavin • Anthony and Barbara Condotti • Donald Cooley • Ross and Christopher Corriden • Arne and Carol Croce • Mary Culley and Scott Smith • Martina Cummings • Michael and Rachel Cutler • Wallace Dale • Robert Darrow • Day One Solar • Doug and Diane Deaver • Angelo and Julie DeBernardo • Sylvia and Jerome Deck • Mark DeSmet and Corey Ridings • Elizabeth and David Doolin • Romney and Priscilla Dunbar • John and Janet Duncan • Roberta Dunton • Charlene and Frederick Ebe • Mark and Mariann Eichhorn • Gerald and Nancy Eidam • Geoff and Sandy Eisenberg • Charles and Sandra Eldridge • Edna Elkins • James Emerson • Charles and Jillian Engbers • Equisance Inc. • Catherine Eny and LaRoy Smith • Ever Loved, Inc • Karl and Deborah Ewald • Kristin Fabos and Rye Livington • Michele Finch • Nancy and Fred Fischer • Corrine Flanagan • Eric Fontana • Mahlon and Joel Ann Foote • Madeleine Francavilla • Lesley Franz • Craig and Mimi French • Friends of Mark Stone for Assembly • Don and Donelle Garner • Michael and L.W. Garvey • Mary Gaukel and Les Forster • Gary Goulart • Joe Graney/Santa Cruz Bicycles • Grassland Fund • Stephen Green • Nancy Gregg • Steven Guire Knight • Ken Haber • Diane and Conrad Hamako • Richard and DeAnne Hart • Dennis and Nancy Hashimoto • Kathleen Hatfield • David and Jacqueline Heald •
Chizuko and Joe Heney • Donald and Diana Henrichsen • Eileen and Dave Hill • Jerry Hill • Joseph and Bette Hirsch • Ron and Evelyn Hirsch • Michael Hopper • Jay Hughes and Juliette Bloxham • John Hurd and Kate Kelly • Stuart and Shiva Hurvitz • Carolyn Hyatt • Dorothy Hyde • Kent and Marie Ilai • Ronald and Linda Israel • Mary James and George Cook • Erica Johnson • Therese Johnson • Helen Jones • Judy B. Jones • Kaiser Permanente Foundation Health Plan Inc. • Mark Kalow and Marlene Pitkow • Frances and Dean Kashino • Patrice Keet • Tom and Nanette Kelsey • Catherine Kennedy • Ralph and Julie Kimball • Kingsborough Atlas Tree Surgery, Inc. • Richard and Diane Klein • Nicholas and Purea Koenig • Agata Konopka and Flavio Cheng • Richard Kramer • Ron Kusel and Carolyn Gong-Guy • Kuumbwa Jazz Society • Justine Lagerwey • John Laird and John Flores • Julie Lambert • Amy Lehman-Sexton • Thomas Lehrer • Karen and Charles Leigh-Wood • Nancy Lenox • Margaret Leonard and Claire Shells • Victoria and David Lewis • Robert Ley and Nancy Twohig Ley • Andy Lief • Mark Linder and Mary Dean • Charlie and Georgia Mackl • Gerry Mandel • Gary and Kristi Manfret • Michael Marchisio • Patricia Martel • Allen and Janet Martin • Mary Maselli • Mathew Family • Jason Matthews • Christine McBroom / Lanai Financial Solutions • Mike and Bertie McElroy • Mary McMillan • Nancy Mead • Paul Meltzer • Mark Mestri-Miller and Donna Murphy • Elizabeth and Mark Mitchell • Nancy and Rich Morgan • Regina Muller and W. S. Manich • Elisa Nelson • Peter and Debbie Nelson • Linda and Bruce Nicholson • Sam and Karla Nigh • Fane and Corie Opperman • Leo and Shartia Ortega • Jack and Marie Gabrielle Otis • Earlene Overend and Wayne Palmer • Ali Palmer • Laura Pease and Bill Scarr • Alan and Mindy Pedlar • Maude Pervere and Samuel Miller • Dinah Phillips and Gail Groves • Pfotenauer Wilshusen Family • James Poth • Muriel Prolo and Jack Samuelson • Colleen Quigley and Stanley Lanning • Sandra Raas • Mary Ratcliff • Redtree Partners, L. P. • Ken Reed • Randy Repass and Sally-Christine Rodgers • George and Mary Reynolds • Karl and Lindsey Rice • Grant and Pamela Ring • Maria Esther and Jose Raul Rodriguez • Brenda Rogers • Rotary Club of Watsonville • Teri Ruegg • Cheri Rupert-Carfield • K-A-Kahuna Trust • Santa Cruz Diner, Inc. • Santa Cruz Warriors • Barbara and William Scherer • Kathryn and Philip Schneider • Robert Scott • Mark and Laurie Scurich • Ronald and Cynthia Sekkel • Karen Semingson • Martha Shedden and John Buchanan • Melinda and Thomas Silverstein • Lee Staff • Steven and Kristin Smith • Laura Snidleman • Linda and James Snook • Medford Snyder • Elaine-Maryse Solari • Greg and Tangie Solow • Ashley and John Spencer • Carol and Stephen Spragens • Judy and Joe Stabile • Sara Steffen • Mimi and Gilbert Stein • Robert Stephens • Heather Stiles and Trevor Studley • Bruce and Barbara Swenson • System Studies Incorporated • Jeffrey and Adele Talmadge • Susan Tappero • Kate Terrell and David Ryan • Thomas Thacher and Susan Norton • The Allison Lee Condit Foundation • The Dante Alighieri Society of Santa Cruz • Julie Thiebaut • Paul Thiltgen and Maureen Roll • James and Deborah Thoits • Kent Thompson • Derek and Tricia Timm • Diane Trombetta and Tom Davis • Lorraine Trux and Ian MacGregor • Susan True and Ben Wolfe • Sherman Unell • Anina Van Alstine • VFW No. 7263 • Paul Wagener • Scott Wallace and Martha Seaver • Jane Walton • Richard and Diane Watters • Richard and Annette Weed • Susan and Nels Westman • Mary Yetstein • Brooke White • Whole Foods Market Santa Cruz • Connie Willbourne Smith • Brad and Linda Wiles • Lela and Don Willet • Terrence Willett and Jennifer Cross • Carol and Paul Willette • William J. Codiga Family Foundation • Kathleen Willett and Glenn Joy • Sue Wilson • Thomas and Connie Wilson • Pat Winton • Georgina Wong • Rene Wood and H. Dennis Sears • Neal and Paula Woods • Jan and Margaret Ysselstein • Dick and Judy Zscheile
$500+

Chris Abrams • Michelle Achee • AJ’s Fuel & Food Mart, Inc. • Allen Property Group, Inc. • Maria Amada Lobato • Annieglass, Inc. • Kay Archer Bowden and Jerry Bowden • Argo Logistics • B2 Engineering, Inc. • BackSwing Golf Events, Inc. • Mark Baginski • Bailey Properties, Inc. • Paul and Carol Berman • Big 5 Corp • Big Creek Lumber Company • Jeff and Melissa Bollinger • Michael and Marianne Booth • Marcy Brenkowitz • Christian Brownjohnson • Enrique and Elizabeth Buelnas • Elizabeth Burns • C. Ray Construction, Inc. • Ashley Carrignia • Pat Carr • Sarah Chen • Scott and Vivian Cheney • Danissa Coffey • Carolyne Conway and Sara Goresky • Diane Crawford • Gerald Dannemiller • Brian deDiego • Halmah Delaine Prado • Jennifer Devlin • Michelle Donohue-Mendoza • Dub Baseball/Softball, LLC • Loren and Frank Easterly • Chris and Frans Eckstrom • Nancy Evans • Eric and Sandra Fairon • Falcon Trading Company, Inc. • Anthony Fernandez • Joaquin Fierro • First American Title Insurance Company • Five Star Networking Inc • Nancy Fong and Jeff Chenpung Law • Friend for Supervisor 2020 • Rebecca Garcia • Gayle’s Bakery & Ristorceria • Joacim and Marcos Godoy • Paula Gomez • Pam Goodman • Susan Gorsky • Frank Grant • Heather Gray • Julie Haft • Harbor Cafe • William and Jill Harmon • Dr. John Hedrick • John and Cheryl Henriksen • Marla Henry • Gatlynn Hicks • Iland Engineers, Inc. • Amy and Jason Ivey • Jay and Carolyn Jackson • Jim Somerville Construction • JTV Data, LLC • Doug and Gwen Kaplan • Keenan & Associates • Tobin Keller • Ken Koenig and Lisa Rose • Debra Kurita • Barbara Lawsha • Mary Ann Lear • Kristine Lehman • Gordon and Barbara Leighton • Keith and Florence Lesar • Lifesource Water Systems, Inc. • Denise Lim • Eliza Linley • Amanda Lobato • Lauren Madrigal • Javier Marrinero • Marin’s Candies, Inc. • David Marsh and Sara Edwards-Marsh • Aaron Martella • Eladio and Amy Martin • Joseph Marvin • Karen and Megan McCarty • Angelina and Guy McClellan • John and Megan McGuire • Gene McSweeney • Jack and Hila Michaelsen • Norah and David Miller • Melody Mills • Dave and Kathy Moeller • My Ideal Home • Dawn Nakamichi and Michael Braisted • Marlene and Burton Nanus • Joyce Nordquist • Omega Nu/Sigma Alpha Chapter • Orthopedic Outfitters • Martina and Will O’Sullivan • Kathleen and Neal Ouye • George Ow and Gail Michaels-Ow • P.E.O. Sisterhood, Chapter P.H. • P.E.O. Sisterhood, Chapter UK • Carlos Palacios • Jillian Palmer • Eric and Sutaya Parsons • Performance Business Solutions • Tonelle and Marc Picard • Stella and Dana Pizzuti • Lisa Plunkett • Francisco Ponce and Tecticia Gonzales-Ponce • Marina Ramon • Terilyn Reese • John Rico • Don and Kim Rosa • Ronald and Dorothy Ruby • SC County Pay to Play • Rick Schroeder • Seascape Golf Course • Michael Settle • Helen Shepherd • Cory Silver • Carol Sisk Krtolica • Soccer Now, Inc. • Ted Soluri • James Spiegel and Sharon Tapper • Jerald and Terry Spodick • Melanie Stern-Hill • Jeff Stock and Sonya Newlyn • Andrea and Lendle Story • Surf City Santa Cruz Kiwanis Foundation • The Meadows Family • Felipe Trevino • Michele Tsuchiya • Samuel and Lorena Tuckey • Union Bank of California • Laurie Waldman • Tyler Wattanachinda • Alice Weigel • John Weiser • Charlotte Williams • Dorothy Wise • Oscar and Genevieve Woo • Chuck Woodson • Eric Yen

$100+

A & O Specialty Pharmacy • Jamie Abbott • Roy Abrams • Martha Ackerman • Eva Acosta and Sesario Escoto • Wendy Akin • Ronald and Barbara Jean Albright • Geoff and Judy Alexander • Phil and Janice Allegretti • Nancy Allen • David and Sharon Allhouse • Sarah Alsbreg • Ana Alvarez • Esmaralda Alvarez • Pat Alvarez • AmazonSmile • Adonna Amoroso • Alice Anderson • Dr. John and Cheryl Anderson • Deb Anderson • Lisa Angell • Myra and Bill Angell • Pam Anton • Anne Appleman and Arnold Kiebi • Ginny Aragon • Lida Avelar • Avila Construction Company • Hanan Ayyad • Tatiana Bachuretz • M. Essam and Donna Badawi • Scott Bagley and Mary Dixon • Wendy-Rose Baldwin • Lawrence Banducci and Consuelo España • Brenda Barber • Nicholas and Jan Bariish • Todd Barnes • Steve and Margaret Baron • Sharon Barrett • Ruth Bates and Mike Young • Richard and Tony Beale • Beauty Wilson • James and Kimberlin Beckett • Tom and Lili Beggs • Steve Belcher • Matt Bell • Sharet and Warren Bell • Michelle and Paul Bellerjeau • Phyllis and Rickey Bennett • Best Western Seacliff Inn • Kaye Beth • Jolly Bilstad • John and Gina Biondi • Carol and Lawrence Birndorf • Sam and Elena Bishop •
Stanley and Maria Bispo • Leslie Bixel and Donald Wright • Pat Blanchette • Christine Bloome • Frances and Michael Bolte • Jean Bonander • Rhonda and Douglas Bonett • Caitlin Bonura • John and Nora Boothby • Andrea Borsuk and Frank Thaler • Charles and Victoria Borzilleri • Johanna Bowen • Shannon and Tom Brady • Bonnie Breda • Loreen and Frank Bridges • Brock Dickie Engineering • Rosemary Brogan • Stoney and Beverly Brook • Boyd Brown and Helene Miler • Raymond and Susan Brown • Richard and Alison Bruce • Susan Bruckner • Jim Brumfield • Hilary Bryant and Dave Shuman • Michael and Gail Burk • Jack and Lori Burkett • Tom Burns and Eileen Leary • Fran M. Bussone • Lorena Calderon • Ana Calero • Mike Callagy • Cynthia Calvert • Dawn Campbell and Geoff Scurfield • Kevin and April Carle • Calvin and Jennifer Carr • James and Ann Marie Carroll • Glenn and Denise Carter • Joseph Carter • Jennifer Cass • John and Carol Cassullo • Terri Cesar and Ray Rider • Tiffany Cesarin • Flor Chacon • Michael Champion • Belinda and Cedric Chan • Jan Charles and Chris Jones • Lei Chen • Siyong and Kim Chen • John Chilton and Barbara Downs • Michael Christian • Thomas and Peggy Church • Mindy Cinelli • Jane Claassen • Heather Cleary • Lynette and Larry Cleland • Angela Cline • Coaches Cuvée • Susan Coole • Coastal Oak Interiors, LLC • Barrie and Carol Coote • Nicole Coburn • Diane Cadernez • Steve and Ann Cogliati • Ilene Cohen and Steven Ritz • Lauren Cole • Curt and Carolyn Coleman • Carolyn Collins • Denise Colosi • Ross and Susan Condit • Cook House Restaurants • Coonerty for Supervisor 2018 • Neal Coonerty and Lucie Rossi • Deborah Cottingham • Jean and Phil Crawford • Faye Crosby • Christina C. Cuevas • Sara Culley • Janette and Joe Cullinan • Kay and Gordon Cumming • Justin Cummings • Ronald Curran • Ginni and Gene Cuffer • Rachel Dunn • Mooneyeen and Jerry Danzig • Jeanine and Ronald Daughtery • Leslie Davidson • Robert and Cynthia Davis • Paul and Andrea De La Cerda • Joan De Neffe and Gary Silberstein • Carolyn DeBoer • James deDiego • Jennifer Delano • Christine Delapp • Patricia Dellin • Daniella Deltorchio • Nanci Descouches • Mark Dettle • DG Marketing, LLC • Ann and Michael Di Ciano • May Diaz • Marla Dickinson • Kirsten and Ron Dilliehy • Steve and Kathy Dinnell • Sharon Dimmerley • Katry and Robert Disney • Dorothy Mitaro Ditchfield • Kathy Dobyns • Virginia Draper • The Druley Family Fund • Marcy Drum • Julie Dryden Brown • Melanie Duarte • Kevin Duggan • Bill and Joan Dunn • Bruce and Jean Dunn • Sharon Dwight • Mary Edmund • Jennifer and Gary Edwards • Philip Edwards • Steven Edwards • Jennifer Eichhorn • Ronald Eichhorn • Steven Eichhorn • Suzanne Eichhorn • Georgeann Eiskamp • Jesse Elliott • Ann Endris • Betty and David Ensminger • Cecilia Espinola • Lucy and Elgin Estores • Susan Ezequelle • Betsy Fairbanks • Pam Falke-Kuweger • Susan and James Farrar • Judith Feinman • Roland and Lois Feller • Eileen and Winfield Fernald • Marian Fernandez • Kristi Ferraro • Nancy Fetterman • Joyce Finch • Finkelman Family Foundation/Herb Finkelman and Edda Tusing • Nancy Finley • Janet Firth and Kenneth Stearns • Bill and Kathy Fitzgerald • A. Russell and Brenda Flegal • Mary Flores • Peggy Flynn • Jack Fogelquist • Carol Foster • Tom and Kathleen Foster • Lynn and Jim Founds • Rocky and Judy Franch • Jonathan Franzen and Kathy Chekovich • Jodi Frediani • Wayne and Ruth Ann Freiman • Larry Friedman and Tom Ellison • Anne Frisio • Dee Frye • Jan Furman • Robin Gaither • Cristina Garcia • Mary and Andres Garcia • Robin Garmann • Gary Banks Construction • Claudia and Joe Gatto • Skye Gentile • Bert and Cyndie George • Michael Georgiana • Jeanine Gibson • Joyce Gil/Osorio • Shirley and Allen Grinzburg • Maria Gitin Torres and Samuel Torres, Jr. • James Glasier and Barbara Martin • JoAnn Godinez • Jane and David Goddley • Steve and Victoria Gomes • Paulina Gonzalez • Fred Gonzalez • Nataly Gonzalez • Carol and Jack Gordon • Julie Goshe and Steve Wollman • Rodney Gould • Mary Govaars • Barbara Guza Chermers and Martin Chermers • Jan Graff • Graniterock • Philip Grant and Veronica Yank • Mark Grantham and Michael Tossy • John and Sue Graulty • Janet Graves • Lee Ann Gray • Grayson Plumbing • Rebecca Green • Herbert and Lynne Greene • Jane Gregorius • Janet Gregory • Walter Griffin • Laura Grinder • The Gross Family • Patrik Guggenberger • Scott and Ashley Haldeman • Joe and Marcella Hall • Michael and Gayle Halpin • Scott and Lynette Hamby • Kenneth Hampian • Teri and Bradley Handzel • Glenn and Carin Hanna • Gracie Harder • David and Bette Harken • Stephanie Harlan • Don and Meg Harlor • Alice Harper • Amy and David Harrington • Sandy and Nick Hartman • David and Kate Hartzell • Paul Harrell • John and Kathleen Harwood • Camille Hatton • John and Leslie Hayes • Healthy Dragon Acup. Prof. Corp. • Bill Heiss • William and Barbara Hendricks • Jaime Hernandez-Maldonado • Robert and Ann Hestand • Walter and Joyce Hickey • Ralph and Jane Hiesey • Galen Hilgard • Kathleen Hilger • Lenoire Hindin • Thien Ho • Don and Hilda Hodges • Steve Hodges • Laura Hofmeister • Brian Hogran • Alan and Denise Holbert • Marjorie Honore • Henry Hooker and Janine Roeth • Joyce Hopkins • Kelli Hornet and Alexander Yasbek • Laura Howard • Deborah Hoyt • Gabriela Huezco • Bella and Al Hughes • Danna Hughes • Humble Sea Brewing Company • Lowell and Wendy Hurst • Christine Hyde • Marilyn Hyde • Rosemarie Izamio • Mary Ellen Jacobs • Millard and Elizabeth Irvine • Marie Ishida • Janis and Kevin Ivanoff • Stephen and Barbara Jackel • Anne Marie Jackson • Cindy Jackson and James Hillgren • Marty and Shirley Jackson • Evelyn Jacobo • Mansol Jacobo • Dwayne Downing and Linda Barsanti Downing • Sarah Hulick • Gerlinde and Willy de Broekert • Sesario Escoto and Eva Acosta • Gail Pellerin and Emily Chaffin • Helen Jones
$100+ (continued)

Shirley Jacobovskosky • Marcus Jager and Annette Mello • Carol Jamieson • Japanese Auto Works & Service • Margaret Jensen • Barbara Johnson • James Johnson • Raymond Johnson • David and Susan Jones • Kathleen Jones • Mary Jones • Jill Judd • Paul and Nancy Kashap • Allan Kass • Jana Katz-Davids and John Davids • Gerald Kay • Kathie Keeley • Sheila Kelleman • Mary Kelly • Peggy Kenny • Victor Kenyon • Gregory Key • Michele and Robert Kibrick • Jacqueline and John Kiely • Oinnie Killefer • Janet King • Ted Kirkiles • Naomi Kirschbaum • Alisa Klaus • David and Sharon Kluger • Karla Knapp • Gordon Kobara • George and Diane Koenig • Bill and Gina Kottmeier • Georgia Kragel • Barbara Kriz and Steve Grayson • Lynn and Bodo Kruenger • Michele LaCagnina • Leonard and Joanne Lacasse • Margaret Lacey • George and Marline Lambiaklas • Pamela and Charles Landram • Jim and Rebecca Lang • Linda Larkin • Gayle Larson • Sally and Tom Larter • Las Vegas Raiders • Claire and Dan Laughlin • Mercedes Laurencin • Susan Lovelace • Sue Lawson • Julio Lead • Samuel and Susan Leask • Patrick LeCuyer and Daniel Gold • Mike and Thais Lee • Brian and Sally Legakis • Susan Lempert • Verónica León • Hayley Leventhal • Robley Levy • Douglas Ley • Jeremy Lezin and Emily Buchbinder • JP Libert • Joe and Jian Gao Liechty • Meg Lilenthal • Michael Lillis and Heather Morse • Anne and Anne Lindberg • Denise Lingham • Listen to her Voice/Carmella Dautoff • Richard and Nancy Litvak • Alejandro Lobato • Maria Lobato • Martin Lobato • Rodolfo Lobato • Roselia Lobato-Morales • Jessica and Robert Locatelli • Tara Locke-Paddon and Amy Regent • Terry Locke-Paddon • Lauren and Jeff Lozano • Nancy Lashkajian • Radmema Louis • Valentino Loyola • Andrea Luem • Mary and Rylan Luke • Edgar Luna-Ramirez • Brij Lunine and Michelle Martin • San Luoma • Machado Family • Jo Mackenzie • Manuel and Elsi Madrigal • Chris and Chuck Maffia • Mary Magoffin • John and Oreta Malbatie • Janice Marable • Tom and Nancy Manheimer • Susan Manheimer • Richard and Jean Manning • Kimberly and Peter Mansfield • Paula Marcus • Lynn Marcus-Wyners • Karl and Randa Marthenke • Lynda Marin and Charles Stein • Christy Martin • Lora Lee Martin • Enrique and Andrea Martinez • Richard and Merrilee Martinez • Shawn Mason • Jonathan Matera • Cynthia Mathews • Marty and Michael Mathesens • Michael and Kathryn Mathiesens • E. Leon and Jo Ann Mattingley • Stephanie and Neal Mayer • Rachel Mayo • Richard and Claire McAdams • Judy McAliefe • Lisa McAndrews and Steve McGurik • Gayle McCullum • Eileen McCann • Alice McCearley • David McCavit and Nora Daludado McCavit • Loree McCawley and Raymond Schmidt • Karen McCormick • Doug McDonald • Michael McGannon and Sally Blumenthal McGannon • Eye Shapes Opticians • Jill Ellen and Dwight McKee • Mary McKenna • M. Beth McKinnon • Bruce and Mary McPherson • Myrna and Terry Medina • Mediterranean Apts Inc • Jennifer and Shane Mello • Linda and Steve Mendivil • Carol Merrell • Lisa Meyer • William and Patricia Meyer • Michael D. Machado Enterprises Inc dba Santa Cruz Motors • Michiaski Family • George Miljanich • Paula Miller Maxfield • Jack Mills • Marlene Mirassou and Steve Houlahan • Ann Miya and John Mark • Martin Mogard and Lucy Van Doorn • Raymond Montagna • Eva Maria Montgomery and Diane Castro • Marian Monto • Linda Moore • Edgar Mora • Kenneth and Velma Moore • Lisa Morgan • Karen and Michael Moroika • Charlotte Morrison • Len and Cate Morrison • John Moscatel • Max and Shannon Moseley • Dania Moss • Mount Madonna Institute • Lori and John Mullen • Karen Munro • Ed and Susan Murphy • Margaret Murray • Gloria and Cesar Muruato • Avis and Richard Myers • Marina Naito • James Nantel • Lloyd Nattkemper • Diego Navarro and Lauren Mari-Navarro • Guy Neenan • Stanley and Marian Neff • Edith Nelson • Network for Good • Teresa and Andrew Nevitt • George Newell • Amy Ng • Bobbye and Blair Nicholson • Karen Nilsen and Kevin Bollin • David and Jenny Nixon • Patricia and Hayes Noel • Colleen Nolan • Richelle Noroyan • Mark and Atla Northcut • Joyce O’Connor • Doreen O’Donovan • Yashis and Junko Okuyama • Dr. Bradley D. Olin • Vice Admiral and Mrs. Daniel Oliver • Michael and Vickie Oliver • Sandi and Tim Olivier • Jose Olivero • Cindy Orlando • Christina Ortega • Aaron Oxbrink and Lauren Swanson • Dennis and Laureen Otter • David and Evelyn Osterreicher • Allie Ottoboni • Matthew Oxvenden • P.E.O. Sisterhood, Chapter EP • P.E.O. Sisterhood, Chapter JB • P.E.O. Sisterhood, Chapter SP • Judith Pahnke • Joseph and Mara Palandrani • Rick and Marsha Palermo • Paula Panelli • Jo-Anne Panzardi • George and Laurie Pappas • Michelle and Paul Pappas • Parish Publick House • Apts • Barbara Parker • Katharine and Tom Parker • Gary and Marilyn Patton • Ruth Pavilons • Helene Payne • Susan Pearlman • Beatriz Pelayo-Garcia • Elva Perez • Jan Perkins • Kate Perlman • Becky Peters • Maureen Pettus-Macedo • Jerel Philip • Jim and Noelle Pilbury • Louis and Josephine Pisto • Jennifer Pittman • Play It Again Sports • Pleasure Pizza Eastside Eatery • John Plunkett • Rick and Robin Pose • Ronald Pomerantz and Jane Wied-Pomerantz • Rogelio and June Ponce • Edwin Powell • Peter Poznanski • Robert Prentiss • Sylvia Prescott Forsyth • Ellen Primack • Ron and Jane Prince • Alyce and Richard Prudden • Russell and Kris Pugh • Diane Putnam and John Donohue • Patricia and Rolf Raak • Brandon Raasch • Donna Ramos • Victor Ramos • Daryl and Jeanne Ramzy • Mark and Jennifer Ramsey • Aimee Raphael-Bradley • Margery Regalado Rodriguez and Frank Rodriguez • Gretchen Regenhardt • Lynn Renshaw and Neal Langholz • David Reynolds • Cathy Richards-Bradley and Jack
Bradley • John Rico • Susanna and Bill Riley • Ellen and Dennis Rinde • Lark and Marc Ritson • Nelson and Katherine Roberts • Deborah Robinson • Paul Rodrigues and Amy Stark • Annabelle Rodriguez • Jeanne and Javier Rodriguez • Robbia Rohac • Elaine Rohlfes • Janet Romanovski and Darrel Louis • Georg Romero and Margaret Loos • Iris Rooney • Daniel Rosen • Hans and Eleanor Rosenstain • Virginia Roth • Diana Rothman • Kimberly Routh • Carol Rowberg • Nicholas and Ruth Royal • Robin Rudnick • Cynthia Ruhsam and John Ryan • John and Endi Rusev • Edmund and Norma Sacks • Yoko Saito • Kenneth Sakai • Veronika and Sauro Salani Salvadori • Dolores Saluppo • Francisco Samaniego • Karen and Mark Sambrailo • Shayne Sandelman and Randell La Vack • Claudia Sandoval • Peter and Sandra Sanford • Whitney and Michael Sangiacomo • Diane and Jack Sanguinetti • Santa Cruz Firefighters Local 1716 • Betty Sauer • Neal Savage and Rose Filicetti • Claire and Louis Scalo • Paul and Judith Scannell • Steve Schessler • Diana Schilling • Richard Schlenker • Suzanne Scollon • Robert Scowcroft and Judith Fried • Jacki Sedgwick • Marc and Francisco Setefi • Mary Selby • Sephora • Melodye Serino • Shadowbrook Restaurant • Shanne Carvalho Real Estate Team • Harry Shively • Cynthia Siegel • Michael Siltan and Susan Myer Siltan • Lulu Simic • Jill Simmons and Ann Stadler • Sensational Smile, Inc. • Greg and Robin Sirskides • Marian Slattery • Janet Slay • John Slekis and Cristina Lupano • Anthony and Debra Sloss • Topsy Smalley • Becky Smallwood • Mark and Mary Smiley • Elizabeth Smith • Gregory and Kathleen Smith • Joshua Smith • Vivian Smith • Dede Soekardi • Ismansjah Soekardi • Soquel Vineyards • SOUL Fund • David South and Mary Evans South • Linda Spady • Michael and Berrill Spellman • Richard and Lauren Spencer • Spenga Santa Cruz • Walter and Janice Spichig • Barbara Sprenger • Leta Stagnaro • Elise Staley • Joseph Stavn • Gwen and Paul Steinberg • Alyssa Steiner • Jim Stewart • Faith Stoddard • Karen Storey and Steven Tedesco • Teresa Strasser • Chelsea Strong • Michael and Lida Strong • Susan Struck • Karla Struthers • Travis Stubblefield • Richard and Carole Stubendorff • Julia Sullivan • Ken Sullivan • Gail Surbridge • Woujie Swets • Diane Syrle and Susan Leo • David and Carolee Tamori • Yyas Tan • Bunny Tavares • Jennifer Taylor • Margaret Taylor • Angela Thalls and Neil McKenzie • Jeffrey Theibaut • Charlie and Terre Thomas • Peter Thomas • Ely and Harvey Thompson • Pat Thwing • Steve and Rebecca Tietjen • Lauren Tobin • William and Madaline Tomlinson • Dustin Torkio • Chris Tucker • Norman and Terry Turner • Carol Tuttle • Michael and Jacqueline Tuttle • Corinne Tyler and Daniella Wood • Donna Vaillancourt • Peggy Vallecilla • Valley Women’s Club • Richard Van Auken • Alicia Vasquez • Jose and Erica Vega • Denyss Vela • Angela Venegas • Juan Venegas • Luis Vicencio • Caine Villafa • Boaz Vilozny • Jim and Gayle Visher • Frances and Frank Vitulli • Annette and Randolf Von Oepen • Ed and Karen Vyeda • Cheri and Kenneth Wagner • Jennifer Walker • Susan and Ian Walton • Peter and Christine Wang • Ronald Ward • Peter and Joan Webber • Roy Webster • Stanton and Margitta Walsh • Simon and Gillian Westbrook • David and Tona Wheeler • Karri and Justin White • Matthew White • Jeffrey Wickum • Claudine and Charles Wildman • Carol Wilhelmy • Andrea Willy • John Wilson • Ashley Winn and Jane Grady • Patricia and Ken Winters • George and Lois Wolfe • Tony Wong • Corey and Roberta Wood • Wood Family Fund • Joe and Helene Wood • Helene Woolsey • Carolyn Woolston • Judi Wyant • Janet Wyner Maze • Mervyn Maze • Joyce Yamagiwa • Nancy and Timothy Yee • Erwin and Stephanie Young • Stephen Young and Barbara Quinton • Geraldine Zaballlos • Anna Zagorska • Herman Zaks • Yvonne and Demian Zannis • Johnny Zapata • Martha Zapata • Rolando Zapata • Marian Zeidler • Karen Zelin and Bill Underwood • Donna Ziel

*Deceased donors have been recognized in italics
LEGACY GIVING: ENSURING FUTURE SUCCESS

Cabrillo Foundation Board Member Karen Cogswell and her husband John Maenchen have restored their Aptos home with care and attention to detail. It is a reflection of their love of art, good food, and each other. They met at UCSC where John was Karen’s Resident Assistant and a great friendship led to marriage 39 years later.

Karen serves as a foundation Board Member, because “Cabrillo is a gateway to a better, more fulfilling future for all, no matter what their circumstances.” Building on that belief, the couple let the foundation know that they intend to give their home to Cabrillo in their estate plans. “It’s a lovely thing,” John says and Karen agrees, “It will have a huge impact and feels so good to be able to do.”